
 

Charting Paths of Co-operation 

Introduction 

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) are central to economic development, 
particularly in emerging markets. This sector acts as the nursery bed for ideas, 
innovation and contributes to reducing regional imbalances. They are proven and 
trusted vehicles for faster, sustainable and overall inclusive growth; hence, help in 
building a better socio-economic environment in any nation.  

Challenges and Gaps in existing Financing and Support System for MSMEs 

MSMEs (comprising manufacturing and service sector) globally, as in India, face 
several challenges. Some of these are generic that are almost common to MSME 
universe all across the globe and some are specific to India.  However, there are cross 
cutting aspects of MSME development, which span beyond just financing and include 
non-financing issues as well. Some of these are access to finance, marketing, 
technology, skill development, infrastructure (both hard and soft i.e. physical and 
business development services) & rehabilitation and exit policy. While these challenges 
affect all categories of MSMEs, the criticality of these challenges varies depending on 
the size, sub-sector, position in the value chain, characteristics and geographical 
location of the MSMEs. These challenges are more acute for the micro and small 
enterprises while medium enterprises are slightly better in managing these challenges. 

Role of SIDBI 

 Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI), set up on April 2, 1990 under an 
Act of Indian Parliament, is the apex Financial Institution for the promotion, financing 
and development of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) in India. Its mission is 
‘to facilitate and strengthen credit flow to MSME and address both financial and 
developmental gaps in the MSME eco-system’. SIDBI has devised a number of 
schemes catering to the financial and non-financial needs of MSMEs.  

Promotional & Developmental Services  

SIDBI has devised several initiatives and replicable models for strengthening the MSME 
ecosystem. The Promotional & Developmental (P&D) activities of SIDBI are designed to 
achieve the twin objectives of enterprise promotion ( resulting in  setting up new units 
and  creation  of  additional employment) and enterprise  strengthening ( to  enable 
MSMEs to face the emerging challenges of globalization  and  growing  competition). 
The present pillars of support include Credit Advisory to MSMEs, Loan Syndication, 
Capacity building of smaller banks/ institutions, cluster development and bridging the 
information gap. A virtual mentor in the form of a website called www.smallb.in has 
been setup by SIDBI which handholds and guides young entrepreneurs to set up new 
units, as also helping the existing enterprises to grow competitively.  



 

Financial Services  

SIDBI is actively serving the MSME sector by providing various financial products which 
are tested, validated and customized as per aspirations and demands of MSME 
domain. It reaches MSME directly through its 85 branches in India as well as through 
the large network of banks. SIDBI is addressing the financial gaps in the areas of 
delayed payments, sustainable/ responsible financing, risk capital, service sector 
financing, and cluster financing and micro finance. Thus, working with and through 
banks, SIDBI supplements and complements the banks towards better serving the 
MSMEs. 

Institutional Solutions  

SIDBI has contributed to the MSME sector by its institution building activities which 
include promotion of: 

 Promoting venture capital, private equity and social entrepreneurship for  MSME 
through setting up of a subsidiary- SIDBI Venture Capital Ltd. (SVCL)  

 Credit Guarantee for Micro and Small enterprises through setting up of Credit 
Guarantee Fund Trust for Micro and Small Enterprise (CGTMSE) 

 MSME Credit Rating through an independent third party rating agency- Small & 
Medium Enterprise Rating Agency (SMERA) 

 Technology solutions and match making through setting up of India SME 
Technology Services Ltd. (ISTSL) 

 Unlocking the locked capital in NPA through setting up of India SME Asset 
Reconstruction Company Ltd. (ISARC) 

Achievements 

SIDBI, as on December 31, 2012, has made cumulative disbursements of over USD 49 
billion benefitting more than 32.5 million persons. SIDBI has won several international 
awards and recognitions, from time to time.  Several models developed by SIDBI are 
today getting increasingly replicated (i.e. MFI led inclusive growth, community linked 
financing model, Industry Association-BMO- led financing model, participatory 
development approach, cluster development - both hard infrastructure development 
support as also Making Market Work For MSMEs through business development 
service). 

Sharing Knowledge across national boundaries 

 It has been observed that there is a need to transfer learning’s and good practices so 
that global learning cost is reduced and value for money is maximized. With 
globalisation and increasing role of India in global economy, it is very critical to have 
dedicated attention to MSME domain in terms of financing and non - financing aspects 
being taken care of.  



 

 SIDBI has, over the years, been associated as 
partners of key development institutions such as 
World Bank, KfW, AFD, GIZ, ADB, JICA & DFID 
UK. Over past six years, the MSME Financing 
and development project (MSMEFDP) and other 
enriching partnerships enabled SIDBI to attend to 
financial and non-financial aspirations of MSME 
domain. It was realised that these learning’s and 
experiences of evolving validated  models, tools, 
approaches & strategies,  which have contributed 
to  systemic change, need to be scaled up and 
replicated within India as also beyond. We at 
SIDBI feel that this would be another illustrative 
contribution of SIDBI to the domain.  

Broad Range and Level of service: 
 
SIDBI is now providing/facilitating handholding 
and mentoring of MSMEs and the institutions 
engaged in enterprise development. The bouquet 
of advisory services include setting up 
developmental institutions, design/develop 
various financial and non-financial services, 
Project Management Consultancy (Managing 
MSME Financing or / and Development Projects), 
developing policy guidelines / approach – product 
& Services, Cluster development programmes 
(gap assessment, action plan formulation and 
implementation), Policy advocacy (tools and 
implementation) and so on. It also endeavours to 
explore and facilitate twinning opportunities 
including technology transfer for Indian MSMEs 
abroad (in form of Joint Ventures, Mergers etc.) 

 

 

 

******** 

SIDBI has set up the 

“International Consultancy 

& Coordination Vertical” to 

leverage its expertise in 

strengthening MSME sector 

by extending fee based 

services. Global partnership 

endeavour aims at 

 Globally sharing (with 

thrust on SAARC, 

African and MENA 

countries) our 

experience in MSME 

financing and 

development 

 Exploring enterprise 
related opportunities 
through twinning of 
enterprises ( by way of 
mergers, Joint venture 
opportunities) in 
partner countries. 

 


